Adult Racquets
Head graphene touch Prestige Pro At 11.7 oz, the Pro has that rare combination of speed and stability for confident volleying, and there's plenty of pop
for ending points with a bang. On serves, the Prestige Pro rewards big swings with an effective combination of pace and spin, making this a pretty
dangerous racquet in the right hands. 219.95 + string.
Head graphene touch Radical MP At 11.5 oz Radical Pro will not only give you easy depth, but it will also reward your topspin mechanics with a
heavy ball that hops off the court. Aggressive players will find enough power for ending points with a bang. The beefy swingweight comes in handy on
service returns where this stick holds steady when redirecting the pace of a big first serve. Aggressive servers who can get this stick moving will be
rewarded with big power on serves. $209.95 + $20 labor + string.
Head graphene 360 Speed MP Although this update is a tad more powerful than the previous generation, at 11.2 oz it still has enough control to keep
full cuts inside the lines. It's also quick enough for executing effective shots on the run. This racquet's fast feel continues at net where the Speed MP will
help you react quickly on fast exchanges. $219.95 + string.
Head graphene 360 Speed S From the baseline, the Speed S feels fast and accurate. The light weight 10.7 oz racquet makes it easy to take bigger cuts
when swinging for power, and the grippy 16x19 string pattern supplies plenty of bite for bringing the ball down with spin. The high level of
maneuverability makes this racquet great for scrambling on defense or cranking winners on the run. $199.95 + string.

Junior Racquets
Head IG Speed 23”/25” Juniors looking for a great racquet to improve their game will love the playability of the Head IG Speed Junior! The IG
Speed Junior series is designed to be light 8.5 oz so that juniors will be able to comfortably swing the racquet and focus on stroke development
with age-appropriate equipment. The open string pattern aids in generating topspin to help keep the balls inside the lines. As a bonus, this model
happens to be the same paint job that ATP superstar Novak Djokovic uses! We recommend this racquet for juniors age 9-10. $49.95
Wilson US Open Jr. (blue) & Wilson Burn (pink) Jr. & Wilson Blade (green) (tween 25”, youth 23”) This racquet features the C-Beam
construction for greater power and stability and frame stabilizers for improved control. Made of lightweight titanium alloy and intended for young
juniors with a small grip size. The racquet has a head light balance ensuring excellent maneuverability. 7.8 oz. Strung $29.99.
Head Speed Ages 21” The Head Speed 21” Junior Racquet is perfect for young players just starting to play tennis. The 21" length and durable
aluminum is perfect for kids ages between 4-6 years old. The racquet comes pre-strung and ready for action! $19.95

Pickleball Paddles
Head '18 Radical Tour Pickleball Paddle The 2018 Radical Tour Paddle swings in at a sturdy 7.9 oz and comes fully-loaded with HEAD’s
innovative technologies. Extreme Spin and Comfort Grip, among other technologies create a powerful, spin-friendly, yet soft and universal paddle.
A polymer honeycomb core accompanied by a graphite hitting surface ensure you’re going to be dinking with precision match after match. $89.95
Head '18 Radical Pro Pickleball Paddle The Radical Pro Paddle was built for the heavy-handed player that likes a solid paddle. 8.1 oz Extreme
Spin, Comfort Grip, Optimized Tubular Construction, and other technologies fuse together to make a power-focused paddle with maximum
stability. If you’re looking for a paddle with pop and can block anything your opponent has to offer, the HEAD Radical Pro is it. $79.95

